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FOREWORD
It has been known for some time that a large proportion of inci-dents of racial harassment and violence in Britain are carried outby young people under 25 years old. The British Crime Surveyshows that 61 per cent of all racial incidents against Asians, and near-ly 40 per cent of those against African-Caribbeans are carried out byyoung people, some not even in their teens.
It is clear to the CRE that there needs to be more positive and proac-tive anti-racist education aimed at young people, and particularly atwhite young people in areas where racist incidents are common. Butall too often youth and community workers, teachers and other pro-fessionals working with young people find it difficult to initiate orcarry out such education programmes.
This publication is the product of research carried out by theUniversity of Huddersfield’s School of Education and ProfessionalDevelopment. Funded by the CRE and West Yorkshire local authorityyouth services, the research found that youth workers lack the confi-dence to explore racism with white young people. Work with youngpeople on race issues can often involve hearing and dealing withunpleasant opinions, but it is essential if any change is to be made.
We know that anti-racist education can work. The Bede Housedetached youth work project in Bermondsey, south London, workedwith white young people who were responsible for racist attacks andharassment. Racist attacks in the area fell by 46 per cent during thethree years that the project was running. Clearly, we need muchmore of this kind of work.
Many youth and community organisations have proven track recordsof working successfully with marginalised and ‘at risk’ young people,but resources are rarely targeted specifically at young people who arelikely to be involved in serious racial crimes. This must change.
Proactive education work with young people can and must happen.The CRE is very aware that more substantial, detailed research isneeded in this area, to establish what kinds of youth work strategiesand educational exercises work, and to develop training materials foryouth workers and youth work curricula.
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This guide is intended to be a starting point, providing practical sug-gestions for how such work can be planned and carried out. Itincludes exercises which youth workers can use with their owngroups, and holds clear lessons, not only for the youth and communi-ty field, but for schools, colleges, police forces, racial harassment mon-itoring agencies and anti-racist projects.
The CRE would welcome comments and suggestions from youthworkers based on their experiences of using these or other materialsin the field.
Sir Herman OuseleyChairmanCommission for Racial Equality
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PREFACE
There is clear evidence that white young people are involved inincidents of racial harassment and violence. For example, theBritish Crime Survey found that over half the incidents ofracially motivated harassment or violence against Asians, and over athird of those against black people were carried out by 16-25 yearolds, and in nine out of ten cases the perpetrators were white.
Yet it is rare to find anti-racist education work with white or predomi-nantly white groups of young people either in youth work or formaleducation settings.
In 1997 the University of Huddersfield’s School of Education andProfessional Development devised a project to examine the barriersthat are preventing face-to-face youth workers and educators fromdoing  such work. It proposed to:
l explore the reasons youth workers give for not doing anti-racistwork
l suggest some underpinning principles and approaches to anti-racist youth work
l identify the preconditions for effective anti-racist youth work
l consider how youth workers could respond to the ingredients thatmight lie behind racist behaviour
l point out the range of materials that are available to youth work-ers to support anti-racist work.
The proposal was supported by the CRE and five West Yorkshire localauthority youth services. Leeds City Council, Bradford MetropolitanCouncil and Kirklees Metropolitan Council helped with funding, andWakefield and Calderdale Metropolitan Councils provided in-kindsupport. All five local authorities agreed that youth workers couldtake part in focus group discussions and help to test approaches andmaterials in their own settings. The comments included in the nextsection of this publication came from those discussions.
Howard Holmes, an experienced youth worker from Sheffield, wasappointed to carry out the research.
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The seven-month project included:
l a survey of literature to establish the extent and use of existinganti-racist curriculum materials
l discussions with groups of youth workers about the problems ofanti-racist youth work 
l research into anti-racist materials and activities, and tests of theseby youth workers during face-to-face contact with young people
l evaluation of the research and a draft publication.
This publication is based on that research project and looks at what ispreventing many youth workers from carrying out anti-racist pro-grammes. It looks at why teachers and youth workers find it hard toinitiate programmes with white young people, and how youth workorganisations can do more to plan and support such activities.
The main part of this handbook, however, presents youth workerswith some tools to help them overcome some of the fears they voicedabout confronting racism. It suggests a number of exercises – repro-duced with kind permission from other sources – that can be used toget groups of young people to look at questions of race, racism, ethnicidentity and discrimination. These are suggestions only and should betreated as starting points for doing anti-racist educational youth work.
There is also a list and brief description of useful publications andresources, a number of which are referred to in the text.
Of course, good anti-racist youth work is being carried out. There isimportant work going on with young ethnic minority people, focusedon increasing their access to resources, for example, or working withthose who are at risk of committing crime. But the purpose here is tosuggest ways in which youth workers can confront racist prejudicewith groups of predominantly white young people.
Contrary to some claims, appropriate educational materials for effec-tive anti-racist work are available. The materials in this publicationare suggestions for youth workers, teachers and other educators to tryin their own settings. The key is to be clear about the purpose of thework and to carry through a proactive, planned programme. 
Even seemingly racist young people can be encouraged to re-examinetheir attitudes and behaviour … given the opportunity.
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PREFACE
INTRODUCTION:WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?
Too often young people are presented with a set of moral beliefs and standards, which says:“If you don’t like it, don’t come”. They can either sign up to it or not. It’s quite easy for themnot to sign up if they’re prepared for the sanctions that could follow.
Youth worker
Racism can be a tricky subject for youth workers. Those whohave to deal with racist behaviour have a hard task and,understandably, they often adopt a moralistic position. Here’sa typical scenario from a youth club.
You’re barred
Youth worker: Where do you think you’re going?
Young person: Upstairs to the coffee bar, what’s it look like?
Youth worker: You’re not going anywhere – you’re barred.
Young person: I’m barred? So why is Curtis still allowed in? He was fighting as well.
Youth worker: You’re barred for racist behaviour, which is against the club codeof conduct. Curtis was provoked into hitting you by your racist abuse. Now leavethe premises before I call the police.
Young person: You lot are all the same. Always taking their side. Well stuff your club.
Ring any bells?
It may look like the problem has been dealt with, that the lesson hasbeen heard. But just by asserting that racism is against the club rules,and banning the perpetrator, the youth worker has stopped the argu-ment right there. The young person has had either to accept or rejectthe statement. All too often in such situations resentment builds up,and any possibility of the youth worker changing the young person’sattitudes or behaviour in the future is gone.
Of course, it would be wrong to blame youth work organisations forracism among young people. But the rules and policies of some youthservices effectively mean that young people who display racist or sex-ist behaviour are automatically banned or penalised. By rejectingyoung people the youth service closes the possibility of meaningful
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dialogue and can even harden atti-tudes or push young people towardsracist groups.
But it is possible to disagree with anddisapprove of racist behaviour while atthe same time engaging in educationaldialogue and maintaining communi-cation with the offender. Attitudes canbe changed. It’s not easy but it is possible.
So why doesn’t it happen?
The extent of anti-racist education inthe youth service is patchy anyway,and in some areas it is virtually non-existent. Where it does exist it is oftenbecause of the commitment of one ortwo individuals who tend to have lit-tle support and few resources.
Rarer still is anti-racist education work with groups where all or mostof the young people are white. Yet these are precisely the kind ofenvironments where racism is common. They are also the most diffi-cult situations for youth workers to deal with, especially if they arenot trained to do anti-racist work and if their youth service does nothave a planned programme, including materials, to help them.
One youth officer, when asked whether her staff would do anti-racistwork, replied: ‘They won’t touch it with a barge pole.’ The tendencyto avoid rather than confront the problem is common. The two scenarios in the box on page 11 are probably typical.
A number of the youth workers who took part in the University ofHuddersfield project said they did not have support from their organi-sations for anti-racist work and so felt they lacked the confidence andthe competence to take on such a thorny subject. They gave manyreasons for not doing more anti-racist work, and these fall into fivecategories, summarised in the box on page 12.
A number of youth workers talked about being afraid that theywouldn’t be able to deal with the topic effectively, and that they couldactually spark negative reactions in the young people. Many were
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INTRODUCTION
SOME FACTS
l 16-25 year olds are responsible for over halfthe racially motivated incidents of harassmentand violence against Asians, and over a thirdof those against black people.
l A 1996 CRE investigation into racialdiscrimination in the youth employmentmarket found that it was three times harderfor an Asian person to get an interview for ajob, and five times harder for a black person,than for a white person, even when allcandidates had the same qualifications andexperience.
l Ethnic minority young people are much morelikely to be unemployed than their whitecounterparts, even when they have the sameor better qualifications. In 1997 theunemployment rates for young men were:17% white, 23% Indian, 33% Pakistani/Bangladeshi, 36% African-Caribbean.
unsure whether they would know enough about the subject them-selves.
This comment was typical: ‘If you are challenged on something by ayoung person and you begin to doubt the position you’ve taken …then you feel undermined … You’re trying to do anti-racist work butyou’re shown up in front ofa group because someoneelse throws some statistics atyou or says something thatyou’re unable to answer.’
Others said they were wor-ried about jeopardising theirrelationships with the youngpeople, ones they had care-fully built up over weeks ormonths. ‘Initially I was quiteworried that the young peo-ple would not be interested,so I was insecure in thatrespect,’ said one. ‘As it hap-pened they were quite keenbut it took me a long time toget going.’
Some white youth workerswere worried they wouldsay the wrong things them-selves, and be ‘exposed’ as‘racist’ in front of black col-leagues. ‘With certain blackworkers you’re frightened ofsaying the wrong thing, andthat they’d say you wereracist,’ said one. ‘Withanother you can explore itand ask “Is this right orwrong?” You’ve got to feelsafe and secure. You don’twant to be called a racist.’
Many talked about theirexisting workload and were
INTRODUCTION
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YOU’RE A YOUTH WORKER
Don’t rock the bus
You’re driving back from a ten-pin bowling trip in the mini-bus with 12 youth club members. They are all white, like 99per cent of the estate where the club is based.
Everyone’s enjoyed the bowling, and it’s helped you get toknow the young people better, especially Danny and Paul,two popular and influential club members.
As you stop at a red light you hear Danny make racist remarksto two Asian women who are walking past. The women don’treact, but Paul laughs at Danny.
You think about saying something but the lights change andyou move away. Danny starts talking about his new-foundprowess as a ten-pin bowler.
The bus arrives back at the youth club just as it’s closing. Paulsays ‘thanks’, as you put the bus away in its garage.
‘Everything OK?’ asks the worker in charge. ‘Did they behavethemselves?’
‘Yeah, it was good,’ you reply. ‘No problems.’
Locals only
A group of African-Caribbean young people begin attendingyour youth club on an outer city housing estate, where theoverwhelming majority of residents are white.
They travel by bus from an area about three miles away,attracted by the club’s dance night, which is attended bymore than 200 people every Friday.
But they are ambushed by missiles as they attempt to leavethrough the front door at the end of their first night at theclub, and the next few weeks are characterised by a series ofskirmishes, and a smouldering resentment at their presencefrom many of the white young people.
One night, after a particularly tense session, their bus isstoned as it passes a local pub. Later, a member of the youthclub staff proposes that a residential qualification should beapplied to club membership, restricting it to young peoplewho live within a mile of the premises.
worried that anti-racist work would just add to the burdens of alreadyoverstretched staff. ‘There’s that much coming at you that you justfeel “I can’t take anything else on”,’ said one.
‘The actual volume of work to do with young people in terms of theissues is increasing, the problems are occurring at a younger age andso on,’ said another. ‘But as a youth service across the country we’vegot thinner and thinner onthe ground so sometimeswe just don’t have enoughtime to do it.’
The time and hard workneeded to acquire the skillsand knowledge to do thework also worried some ofthe youth workers. Onesaid: ‘It’s one thing toexpect a full-time worker tofind the time to prepare fora programme of anti-racistwork – do the reading,assess resources, and so on– but what about the once aweek club with one part-time paid worker and ateam of untrained volun-teers?’
Some youth work organisa-tions tend to regard anyracial issues as the preserveof ethnic minority staff:‘After we had some prob-lems the first reaction of the worker in charge was to bring in a black part-time worker. He was thenexpected to lead the club’sresponse to the racists.’
Others were more positive,but stressed that youthworkers needed the support
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REASONS GIVEN BY YOUTH WORKERS FOR NOT DOING ANTI-RACIST YOUTH WORK
1. FEAR AND INSECURITY
l Insecurity
l Fear of getting it wrong
l Fear of exposing their own racist beliefs 
l Fear for their relationships with young people
2. TIRED AND LAZY
l An easy life
l Battered and weary workers
3. LACK OF KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND TRAINING
l Lack of awareness
l Little or no training
l Lack of knowledge, skills and understanding
l Hard work, planning, and research necessary
4. AVOIDANCE AND DENIAL
l It’s not a problem here
l It’s up to black workers to do anti-racist work
l It’s too risky
l It’s depressing
5. ORGANISATIONAL
l It’s not an organisational priority
l Lack of support from other staff and management
l It doesn’t work
of other members of staff, and for anti-racism to be a priority for theorganisation as a whole. ‘It might be a priority when people go tocommittees and meet with councillors, but by the time it’s got downto you something’s lost along the way.’
However, even where there were planned programmes and prioritiesmany youth workers said they found it difficult to know whetherthey were having any effect. One said: ‘You don’t know whether it’sworked. There’s no way of telling is there? You might have had someinfluence on a young person’s opinions, maybe made them thinkabout it, and perhaps a couple of years down the line they mayremember what you were saying. But you just don’t know.’
Others were inclined to deny the level of the problem, or to suggestthat it was not their responsibility to tackle it. ‘If you’re looking at your priorities and you’re working in a white area, you’re justgoing to think “this is one I don’t need”,’ said one. ‘I’m working in awhite area, there’s no problems to deal with, so I can leave this to doanother day.’
Without a commitment from the youth service, or the organisationon the ground, that is often what happens. But anti-racist work withyoung people cannot be left to another day. It must become a perma-nent part of day-to-day, mainstream youth work practice withinyouth work organisations, whether those organisations deal with ethnic minority, multiracial or mainly white groups.
But for that to happen youth services need to have long term plansand policies for racial equality work, and youth workers need sup-port, training and materials. This document merely provides somehelp with the last of those needs, suggesting some exercises thatyouth workers can use with groups of young people.
However, if these activities are going to begin to change attitudes andbehaviour in the long term they must be part of clear, service-wideanti-racist policies that include timescales and objectives and arefocused on action. As a start, youth services should formally adoptYoung and Equal, the CRE’s Standard document, a self-assessment toolto help them measure their progress in tackling racism.
There also needs to be continuous consultation between service man-agers, youth workers, schools, young people and local communitiesabout the organisation’s anti-racist policy and youth work pro-grammes. It is important that all partners understand how serious the
13
INTRODUCTION
consequences of racial harassment and violence are for young peopleand their families, and are aware of the implications of anti-racistyouth work programmes for their own work.
Youth workers who take on anti-racist work, particularly those whowork with predominantly white groups, need support. Listening toprejudices can be unpleasant and stressful, and will often happenwhen the youth worker is isolated from colleagues. A strong and clearsupport structure and regular supervision from line managers is vital.
It may also make sense to have regular support sessions for all work-ers who tackle racism within one authority, or within several authori-ties in a region. The Anti-Racist Action Group, established bySheffield Youth Service, is a good model of a support group, and it isstrongly backed by the service’s managers.
A library of resource materials, perhaps starting with the exercises inthis publication, will also help to ensure that anti-racist work is ongo-ing and does not become a ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ campaign.
Similarly, workers need specific training which focuses on the realitiesof anti-racist work and the real situations that many young whitepeople come from. It should encourage youth workers to be proactivein tackling racism, particularly with white young people. Therefore, itneeds to be linked to the resource materials that are available andshould be led by people who work in similar situations themselves.
This approach should also apply to initial youth work qualificationtraining courses, organised by regional accreditation and moderationpanels, and to professional youth work qualification courses at aca-demic institutions. Greater emphasis on developing skills, using roleplaying exercises and improvising would enhance the ideologicalunderstandings of racism that are usually central to most trainingcourses.
The following exercises, and the principles upon which they arebased, are a useful starting point to all these issues. More substantialresearch is needed to determine what kind of anti-racist youth workis done, and how youth work training can develop so that anti-racismbecomes intrinsic to all youth work activity.
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INTRODUCTION
ANTI-RACISTYOUTH WORK
PRINCIPLES
It should not be the intention of any programme to make young people discover how bad theyhave been … generating guilt is a poor pedagogical principle and is likely to block, ratherthan promote, change.
Walter Lorenz, in Anti-racist work with young people (see Resources, page 57)
It’s too simplistic to label young people as either racist or anti-racist.For them, life’s made up of a complex set of influences and tastesthat don’t ‘fit’ the dogma. Young people who sometimes expressracist views may not see any contradiction in following a football teamwhich has black players or listening to soul, rap and reggae music.
Racism is constantly evolving and finding new forms and targets, andconsequently anti-racist strategies have to be continually re-evaluatedand adapted to new situations. The methods used must actually workin practice, even if this means jettisoning some traditional approachesto anti-racist education, such as offering young people a moral line tosubscribe to or be punished by.
Strategies need to take account of the attitudes, circumstances andexperiences of the actual young people who youth workers are goingto work with. The responsibility for anti-racist programmes needs tobe shared between the organisers and the young people from the out-set, avoiding the impression that something is being imposed fromabove. Strategies also stand a better chance of success if the ‘message’is communicated through a variety of agencies  – in other words, ifthe youth service, the local authority, police, community groups andany other ‘partners’ work with the same approach.
The exercises suggested in this handbook should be used as part of aplanned programme of educational work. Before initiating such a pro-gramme, however, youth workers need to be prepared. The followingchecklist – things to bear in mind when starting out on anti-racistwork – was derived from discussions with youth workers involved inthe research. Some of their comments are reproduced here:
l Get to know your group first
‘If I worked with a group that I didn’t know they could have taken the piss andspun me a line – that's young people!’
l Be upfront about what you’re doing
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‘I let the group know exactly what the project was about and they were willingto be involved.’
l Be realistic about what you can achieve
‘If you think you’re going to go in and change the world you’re mistaken. It’s nogood thinking that just because you’ve prepared a really good piece of work andyou’ve spent ages making cards and devising a quiz, that it’s suddenly going tochange everybody because it isn’t. Don’t build up your hopes too much.’
l Be prepared
‘You’ve got to have your materials ready, but what happened to me was they justwanted a blasting session. That was really important, just to get the rubbish outfirst… You need to be prepared to drop everything in case this happens with agroup.’
l Be open-minded
‘You need to be aware of the dynamics of the group and not let yourself getwound up. It’s one of the hardest things for a youth worker to do as young peo-ple are wanting to wind you up all the time.’
l Ensure continuity
‘I made sure that I gave myself a clear block of time when there were no schoolholidays or club closures, and was clear that it was Thursday nights at 7.30 for amonth.’
l Identify a space that will be uninterrupted
‘I would recommmend attempting the work away from their club or patch, on adifferent night or at a different time.’
l Keep all staff informed
‘I made a presumption that the youth workers in the unit would be interested inwhat I was doing and support me, but really they weren’t bothered about anti-racist youth work.’
l Ensure you have staff support
‘Next time I would have a whole evening for staff training and preparation first,and ask for at least one member of staff to work with me.’
l Give yourself enough time
‘I was glad I had a long lead in before I actually met the group. It meant I hadtime to read, research and generally get my head round the subject. It meant Iwas pretty confident by the time of the first session.’
17
PRINCIPLES
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CASE STUDY: THE BEDE PROJECT
The Bede Anti-Racist Detached Youth Work Project in Bermondsey,London is described in Blood, Sweat and Tears, published in 1997 bythe National Youth Agency. It contains the following summary ofimportant points to remember when developing effective anti-racisteducation youth work.
l Build up a committed team of workers who have a sound knowl-edge of racism and the local community.
l Value and respect the young people and be able to distinguishbetween the young person and their behaviour.
l Keep nightly records of encounters with young people on thestreets and ensure that sessions are planned and properlydebriefed.
l Hold regular team reviews with structured inputs to help identifyand develop effective anti-racist strategies.
l Continually evaluate the successes and setbacks so that lessonscan be learned promptly and immediate responses developed.
l Prepare monthly reports of all activities and achievements so youcan monitor progress and maintain an ongoing dialogue withmanagement and funders.
l Establish regular contacts with parents and other interested par-ties to involve them and keep them informed of the project’swork.
l Isolate and work with ringleaders with influence over their peergroups.
l Establish clear boundaries by negotiating and agreeinggroundrules (for example, on racist behaviour and drug use) andrespond consistently when these are not adhered to.
l Encourage young people to question popular views on race, gen-der, sexuality and other controversial issues by providing themwith accurate information and exposing them to alternative views.
l Expose white young people to positive black role models whocan challenge popular stereotypes.
l Provide activities that reflect the young people’s interests andallow for positive one-to-one and small group interactions.
l Build relationships by supporting and befriending individuals andmaking them feel okay about themselves.
l Demonstrate honesty and consistency in all dealings with youngpeople to develop trust.
PRINCIPLES
ANTI-RACIST EXERCISES
Some youth workers feel ill-equipped to deal with expressionsof racist prejudice from young people because they fear ‘get-ting it wrong’. Yet these same youth workers may show greatskill and understanding when dealing with all sorts of other difficultsituations. It is important that they focus on the processes behind theracist actions and consider how they might respond to these.
Before engaging a group of young people in a programme of anti-racist education, youth workers need to consider two key questions:
1. What are the ingredients that might lie behind a racist act orexpressions of prejudice?
2. In what ways can youth workers respond constructively to theseingredients?
Youth workers will need to use their understanding of a particularyoung person to identify the ingredients that might lie behind theirracism. Some of the reasons thrown up by the research included:
l stereotyping and misinformation
l insularity/lack of contact with ‘other’ groups
l parental influence
l peer group pressure
l cultural identity
l low status and poor self-esteem
l a fear of difference
l inability to make connections
l a sense of unfairness.
The following exercises are categorised according to the factors listedabove. Youth workers must exercise their own judgements to decidewhen to use each one, and what elements of behaviour or thinkingthey are targeting. They should also draw on their own experience toanalyse why young people display racist behaviour, and to deviseappropriate education work of their own.
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STEREOTYPING AND MISINFORMATION
The problem
Stereotypes are used by people to help simplify and make sense of theworld. Stereotypes can be based on images or ideas picked up fromthe media, at school or from parents, and can result in an adverseeffect on the person being labelled. For instance, stereotypes can beused to justify prejudice and discrimination against people from othercountries or different cultures; they are often the basis of jokes told atthe expense of others.
Aims of the youth work
1. To challenge the basis upon which stereotypical attitudes arefounded.
2. To explore the ways in which stereotypes develop.
3. To identify common stereotypes of young people.
EXERCISE: WHAT DO PEOPLE SAY ABOUT YOUNG PEOPLE?
(From The Equalizer 2. See Resources, page 59)
Aim
To look at stereotypes and images of young people and explore people’s feelings and responses to these.
When to use it
At the beginning of a programme of work.
Equipment
l A large piece of paper and thick colourful pens.
l A collection of headlines from a variety of newspapers aboutyoung people.
l Blu-tac.
What to do
l Divide a large piece of paper into four with a pen.
l At the top of the page write: ‘What do people say about youngpeople?’
20
ANTI-RACIST EXERCISES
l In each of the four sections write ‘parents & guardians’, ‘media(TV, newspapers)’, ‘teachers & employers’ and ‘local people’.
l Ask people to write responses to the question in the appropriatespace. This provides an opportunity to go round the whole groupinviting people to write something. Explain to them why you aredoing this activity.
l If you have a collection of headlines from the newspapers, usethese to prompt people. You could also ask people to look out forexamples and bring them into the club.
l When ideas have dried up, ask the group to identify which arepositive and which are negative. Use different colours to highlightthe positive and negative.
l Discuss with the young people:
• Which of the images/stereotypes are true?
• Where do these stereotypes come from?
• When you hear the negative images, how do they make youfeel?
• In what different ways do people respond to these statements?
• What are the best ways to respond?
What can happen
l Every time this activity has been used, the statements have mainlybeen negative. Find out why people think this is the case.
l Some statements used to describe young people include swearing.You need to decide if it is acceptable to write these up. People canthen take the opportunity to write up as many swear words aspossible. Be prepared to negotiate boundaries.
l Because there can be quite a negative element to this game, tryrounding up the session by ‘throwing out’ what people say aboutyoung people. With one group this also brought out very negativecomments and highlighted the need to work on a positive identity.
Other questions
The same method can be used to explore other questions, such as‘What do people think about racism?’ Here the aim is to share people’s different ideas and feelings and clarify the group’s definitionof racism. After exploring some ideas and feelings about racism with agroup, it can be useful to find out what they think and feel about theissue. The responses can give you ideas about what to explore next.
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STEREOTYPING AND MISINFORMATION
INSULARITY AND LACK OF CONTACT WITH OTHERS
The problem
There is some evidence that racist attitudes and behaviour emergeareas where the majority of people are white. Les Back’s study of twosouth-east London neighbourhoods provided compelling evidencethat black people are far more likely to suffer racial attacks if they arepart of a small minority in a predominantly white area (Les Back, NewEthnicities and Urban Culture, see Resources, page 61). By contrast,Back found a pronounced feeling of ‘racial harmony’ between blackand white people who lived in the same neighbourhood in moreracially-mixed areas.
Aim of the youth work
To enable young people from predominantly white areas to interactwith people they would normally have little contact with, in a safeand trusting environment.
EXERCISE: FIRST IMPRESSIONS
(From Anti-Racist Work With Young People. See Resources, page 57)
This exercise is designed to be used with groups from different ethnicbackgrounds, to explore cultural differences within a localcommunity. Youth workers may need to use their contacts to getgroups within their own locality to come together (in many UK citiespredominantly white areas are situated close to more racially-mixedneighbourhoods), or to get groups from different parts of the countrytogether, or even different parts of Europe.
Introductions
A first round of introductions is appropriate even when groupmembers seem to know each other quite well. Use big badges fornames to emphasise the importance of everybody’s name for personaland cultural identity. Participants then give each other briefexplanations of what their different names might mean, how usualthey are in a particular community, and perhaps why a name wasgiven to someone. In this way, individuals in the group begin to havea particular history linked to their family, their culture, and othermembers of the group. Names are at one and the same time bothpersonal and general, and the group may pay attention to patterns inname-giving which act as a first reference to social structures.
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Ground rules
It is vital that the rules are openly discussed and agreed upon, such as:what to do when one feels uncomfortable with the direction theactivities are taking, whether such matters are to be decided bymajority vote, and whether a minority or even an individual can havea right of veto. By spending time on these ‘preliminary details’, anddealing with them in an imaginative and interesting way, it is possibleto create an atmosphere of openness, an acceptance of different pointsof view, and a working style that builds on positive skills and avoidsblame. Participants need to control the process.
Wall of expectations
Use a big display area on which all participants, including thefacilitators, may write or pin a word, a brief statement, or a symbolthat expresses their expectation of the event or programme after thetheme has been introduced. The group then contemplates thestatements, seeks clarification, and looks for patterns by groupingthem and relating them to the wider social situation in whichparticipants live. This ‘wall’ will act as a reference point throughoutthe session, allowing amendments, clarifications or majormodifications to be made. A separate ‘wall’ may serve as a placewhere spontaneous reactions can be expressed. This gives a measureof the ‘emotional temperature’ of the group.
Cooperation
A series of joint tasks and activities should be set to enhanceinteraction between different groups who do not yet know each otherwell. These activities should strike a good balance betweencooperation and competitiveness (which will almost inevitablydevelop). They should be designed so that, whenever possible, theylead to success for the whole group. They should also be fun. Suchactivities could include: preparing a joint meal; or holding a partywhich everybody contributes to.
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EXERCISE: EGGS DO FLY
The aim of this exercise is to find a way of making raw eggs fly andland safely. It may generate a degree of competition between thegroups but this should also be fun and the cohesion within the groupsnormally grows.
Duration
1 hour.
Material
Raw eggs (one for each group), paper, cardboard, string, glue, staplers, sticky tape, plastic drinking straws, thin wire, scissors.
Procedure
The group is divided into smaller groups of about three or four withfriends mixed up. Each group has to invent a method for getting araw egg to glide to the ground from an upstairs window (or travel thelongest distance across a field) without breaking. Sucking out the eggis not permitted. There will be only one joint ‘trial’ display. Eachgroup has to clean up its own mess.
Evaluation
Hold a brief discussion on the process:
l how did solutions emerge?
l how did the groups react to different ideas?
l how important was it to succeed?
l what unusual solutions were considered and then dismissed?
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PARENTAL INFLUENCE
The problem
Parental influence, particularly during the early years, is a key factorin determining beliefs, attitudes and prejudices. Casual commentsmade in response to a TV image, or generalised statements made as aresult of limited experience, can help to feed prejudice. Youth work-ers are familiar with young people who comment on the racism oftheir parents.
Aims of the youth work
1. To help young people understand why their parents may be racist.
2. To get young people to question their parents’ statements andbeliefs.
EXERCISE: TREE OF LIFE
(From All Different All Equal Education Pack. See Resources, page 57.)
Most people are unaware of their family background, or of the factthat our ancestors probably came from some other country, or haveemigrated to other continents. This is a good way of helping youngpeople to learn that throughout history people have always movedfrom one country to another
The activity invites participants to explore their genealogical trees andto find out if any of their relatives have been foreigners somewhere orsometime.
The issues addressed include:
l nationalism and ethnic ‘purity’
l empathy towards foreigners, immigrants and refugees
l personal and national identity.
Aims
l To make participants aware of their own cultural backgrounds.
l To understand the relationships between ourselves and the world.
l To generate empathy with other people who have travelled oremigrated to another country.
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l To raise curiosity about each other’s cultures.
l To notice social and cultural prejudice and biases. To understand‘national’ culture in a relative way.
Time
Part A: planning the activity – 30 minutes
Part B: the research – one day or a week, depending on the timeavailable
Part C: sharing the family trees – 30-60 minutes depending on thesize of the group
Part D: evaluation – 30 minutes.
Group size
Between three and 20 people.
Preparation
Provide an example of what a family tree looks like.
Instructions
Part A:
1. Explain the concept of a genealogical or family tree.
2. Ask the young people if they have ever thought of making theirown family tree or if someone in their family has one.
3. Suggest they go home and talk to their parents or relatives and tryto draw up their own family tree as far back as someone in theirfamily can remember.
4. Talk about the sorts of things people should ask their family. Forexample, are there:
• relatives who have emigrated to another country or moved toanother town
• relatives who came from another country as immigrants ofrefugees, or married into the family
• relatives who are members of a racial or religious minority ormarried someone from a minority
• relatives who have another religion, or speak another lan-guage?
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Part B:
Give participants some time (from one day to one week, dependingon how much time you have) to make up their trees.
Part C:
Invite the participants to share their findings with the rest of thegroup. This can be done in different ways:
l Participants show their trees, pointing out how far they went backin time. They can point out which relatives moved abroad or camefrom another country. It is important that participants tell onlywhat they want to tell (no one should feel under pressure to dis-close facts that they do not feel comfortable with).
l Participants do not show their trees, but talk about facts theyfound out about their family that they did not know before.
Part D:
The evaluation can begin in smaller working groups, each of whichthen reports back on common things that they have discovered. Askthem to answer questions such as:
l Why did your relatives move to another country (or come to thiscountry)?
l Do you think it is normal to put barriers up to stop people findingother opportunities in other countries?
l Have you ever thought of moving abroad yourself? 
l If so, how would you like to be treated upon arrival?
l How would you feel if you could not practice your religion orspeak your own language, or if you had fewer rights than otherpeople?
Tips
Some findings may be very personal, and some participants’ relativesmay not want to tell their children things they regard as unpleasantor dishonourable. It is important to make sure that nobody feelsunder pressure to say more than they they want to.
Similarly, it is important that there is already an atmosphere of trustin the group – participants may be reluctant to share something abouttheir families if they think it could lead to exclusion.
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You will have to be prepared to give some ideas on how to make agenealogical tree.
You could make it a competition by telling them that the further backthe tree goes, or the more branches or leaves it has (representing fam-ily members), the better.
Suggestions for follow up
Visit the CRE’s Roots of the Future travelling exhibition, or get the bookof that name from the CRE (£9.95). (See Resources, page 63.)
Use the Institute of Race Relations’ CD-ROM, Homebeats, Struggles forracial justice, to explore the making of modern Britain. (See Resources,page 60.)
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PEER GROUP PRESSURE
The problem
In Routes of racism, Roger Hewitt says that ‘It was among young peoplethemselves that the “culture of racism” was established. Young peoplemoving into these (largely white) neighbourhoods from more ethni-cally varied parts of the borough attested to the gradual but distinctiveinfluence that the extreme and widespread racism of the local youthhad on them.’
Aims of the youth work
1. To help young people understand the power of the peer group,and the way in which it operates.
2. To build confidence in young people to think for themselves and,if necessary, to stand against prevailing peer group attitudes orbehaviour.
3. To encourage youth workers to look for signs among group mem-bers that they are uncomfortable with the dominant group stance,and to find ways of supporting these young people in adopting adifferent view.
EXERCISE: OPINIONS
(From Racetracks. See Resources, page 62.)
An activity about resisting peer group pressure.
Aim
To encourage young people to think about racism and peer grouppressure.
What to do
Ask the group of young people: Which of these comments comesclosest to how you feel?
A. ‘All this skinhead stuff is just rubbish. You get some bad blacks,you get some bad whites, you get some bad Asians. That’s why Ithink it’s so stupid, ’cos what is it, really? It’s just skin colour,innit? I mean they’re just as brainy as we are.’
B. ‘That’s all I hear from the crowd I’m with at the moment. I thinkit must be the in thing to slag the blacks off, hate ’em all. It’s 
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getting worse ... it’s definitely getting, sort of, “we’re here, you’rethere, there’s the river, don’t cross it”. And I’m thinkin’, “Whatway do you go? Stand in the middle and get shot, or what?”’
C. ‘I grew up with a lot of black people at school. But when youreached 14 or 15, suddenly there was crowds of black geezersroamin’ about town dressin’ stupid and talkin’ a load of shit, goin’“you rassclaht” and walkin’ along with their heads up high, notgettin’ out the way for no-one – and so now I don’t like ’em and Istick with me own.’
D. ‘Even in primary school my feelings about Pakistanis were that Ijust didn’t like them. And it’s been so pounded into you that Pakisare bad, nothing’s going to change me. I just don't like ’em andthat’s all there is to it.’
Compare and discuss the group’s responses.
For those who identify with A and B, discussion points could include:
l How can you persuade your mates to change their views?
l How can you resist the pressure to think or act in a racist way justbecause some of your mates do?
Some suggestions you could make are:
• make sure you know the arguments 
• find new mates to go round with 
• make fun of/show up their ignorance.
For those who identify with C and D, discussion points could include:
l Who or what influenced you to think like this?
l What are your reasons for disliking black people? Can you justifythem?
l Are you aware that there are arguments to counter everythingyou’ve said? Give them some alternative views.
l Do these differences really matter?
l If your life depended on somebody black saving you, would thefact that she or he was black really matter?
l Do you agree with the actions of people such as Hitler and theJewish holocaust, Vorster and apartheid, or ‘ethnic cleansing’ inthe former Yugoslavia?
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l Why are you so afraid of changing your views?
Tips
There’s not much chance of disguising the purpose of this activity,since it is aimed specifically at white young people and sets out toprovoke and challenge.
However, if this approach seems inappropriate, you could try intro-ducing other provocative statements – about people with HIV orphysical disabilities, gays, women or the elderly. Although this willinevitably diffuse the focus of the discussion, it may be the price youhave to pay for any discussion at all.
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EXERCISE: WHERE DO YOU STAND?
(From All Different All Equal Education Pack. See Resources, page 57.)
What do we think about racism and discrimination? How capable arewe of defending our own points of view and of understanding thoseof other people?
Aims
l To challenge participants’ views and opinions on racism, anti-Semitism, xenophobia and intolerance.
l To raise participants’ self-awareness of the role they play as mem-bers of society.
l To get participants to share their thoughts and opinions, and torecognise the differences in thinking within the group.
l To make participants aware of how quickly we sometimes have tocome to a decision and then how fiercely we tend to defend it,unable to accept the others’ points of view.
Time
1 hour.
Group size
Between 10 and 40 people.
Preparation
l Flip chart and markers or an overhead projector.
l A list of statements. Some possible statements are:
Muslims can not really integrate into European societies
Nationalism means war
Men are more racist than women
It is better to be black than gay
Roma (Gypsies) are the only true European people
Young people are at the forefront of racist attacks
Immigrants take away houses and jobs
Love can solve any problem
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l Before starting the activity write down the statements on the flipchart or an overhead transparency.
What to do
l Tell participants that they should imagine that on one side of theroom there is a minus (-) sign and that on the opposite there is aplus (+) sign.
l Explain that you are going to read out statements. Those partici-pants who disagree with the statement should move to the side ofthe room with the minus sign. Those who agree should move tothe side with the plus sign. Those who have no opinion or whoare undecided should stay in the middle, but they will not be ableto speak.
l Read out the first statement.
l Once everybody is standing in their chosen position ask those bythe walls, in turn, to explain to the others why they chose thatposition. They should try to convince the rest of the group thatthey are right and therefore, that the others should join them.
l Allow between five and eight minutes for this.
l When everyone has spoken, invite anyone who wishes to changetheir position to do so.
l Now read a second statement and repeat the process.
l Once all the statements have been discussed go straight into theevaluation.
Debriefing and evaluation
Start by asking the following questions:
l How did you feel during the exercise?
l Was it difficult to choose? Why?
l Was it difficult to stay in the middle and not be able to speak?What sorts of arguments were used, those based on fact or thosewhich appealed to the emotions?
l Which were more effective?
l Are there any comparisons between what people did and said during the exercise, and reality?
l Are the statements valid?
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l Was the exercise useful?
Tips
You may want to invite members who are particularly silent to voicetheir opinion. In the same way ask someone who intervenes too oftento wait a bit.
The statements are necessarily controversial. It is important to explainthis at the end of the evaluation.
Depending on the group you can develop the discussion on severalpoints:
l Explain the fact that in all communication different people under-stand different things in the same statement. It is also normal forpeople to think differently. There is not necessarily a right orwrong attitude or position. What is more important is to knowand understand the reasons that motivate the position.
l Try to draw out the links with the reality of everyday life. Oftenwe think only about one side of a problem. It also happens thatwe are sometimes asked to support an issue but are not alwaysgiven the chance to think deeply about why we should do so.
l You could ask the group to consider how this affects democracy.
l How much do we actually listen to other people’s arguments?How clearly do we make our points? The more vague we are themore we nourish ambiguity and risk being misunderstood.
l How consistent are we in our opinions and ideas?
Suggestions for follow up
It is not always easy to stand up and be counted, sometimes it is dan-gerous to do so. But you do not have to feel alone, there are otherswho are working for a better world. There is always something youcan do.
Brainstorm the things you can do to improve the lives of minorities inyour community and support human rights in your country andabroad. Decide to take some action however small it may seem.
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CULTURAL IDENTITY
The problem
Black and Asian communities are regarded by some people as havingstrong cultural traditions and clear identities, while Britain is some-times depicted as just beginning to shake off its colonial identity.Some young white people find it hard to deal with the notion thatBritain’s ‘golden era’ is long in the past.
Aim of the youth work
To encourage a strong non-racist cultural identity among individualyoung people, starting from the local context.
EXERCISE: ME, US & THEM
(From Racetracks. See Resources, page 62.)
A creative activity to encourage respect for individual and group iden-tities for all white, Asian, black or mixed groups.
Aims
1. To get young people to think about how they see themselves.
2. To encourage them to explore what they have in common, partic-ularly those characteristics which cross racial or ethnic barriers.
What to do
You will need badges or sticky labels, felt-tip pens and a large room.
1. Divide the group in half and ask each person to jot down on fourseparate sticky labels the four words that they feel best describehow they see themselves.
2. Collect all the labels from each group and swap them over. Eachgroup gets a few minutes to look through the labels they’ve beengiven. Group A is asked to select the four labels which, in theirview, show the largest range of ‘identities’ in the group. Group Bis asked to select the four labels which, in their view, best repre-sent what everyone in the group has in common.
3. Both groups have 20 minutes to produce four drawings or bodysculptures that convey the labels they have chosen. Each grouphas to guess the labels conveyed in the others’ pictures or bodysculptures.
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Tips
Discussion points could include:
l Did anyone recognise themselves?
l What are the main differences in the group? Do these differences‘enrich’ us? What are the differences that matter?
l What does the group have in common? (How do we see our-selves?)
l Do other people in the community see us in the same way?(Why? Why not?)
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EXERCISE: TRAILING DIVERSITY
(From All Different All Equal Education Pack. See Resources, page 57.)
The multicultural dimension of our societies is expressed in many dif-ferent ways and forms. The ‘footprints’ of other cultures are every-where so that very often we don’t even notice them. This activityallows participants to trail the signs of multiculturalism and to take anew look at the social environment around them.
Issues addressed
l We live in an interdependent world, our countries are dependenton each other.
l In every society we find clues to the presence of different cultures.
l The relationship between different cultures and their mutualinfluence on each other enriches both.
Aims
l To enable participants to identify the influences of other cultureson their own society.
l To value the influences positively.
Time
Part A: planning the activity – 30 minutes.
Part B: trailing – two to two and a half hours.
Part C: reporting back – one hour.
Part D: an exhibition (optional). If you are able to collect pictures,films, recordings, and so on you will need to allow extra time forpreparing the exhibition. Alternatively, you could visit the CRE’s Rootsof the Future travelling exhibition, or buy the book from the CRE.(£9.95, see Resources, page 63.)
Group size
Between 10 and 25 people.
Preparation
l For Part A you will need paper, pens, flip charts and markers ofdifferent colours.
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l For Part B the materials required will depend on the resourcesavailable. Ideally video recorders or cameras and tape recordersmay be used. However, if these are not available, participants maysimply make a list of the ‘footprints’ that they came across.
l For Part D, if the participants are able to take photos or taperecordings, you should arrange a space and time for these to bedisplayed and heard.
Instructions
Part A:
1. Split the participants into groups of no more than six people pergroup.
2. Tell each group that they are to explore their local environment –the village, city, district or town – and look for ‘footprints’ fromother countries and cultures. They should record their findings inpictures pictures, sound recordings, video, or on a simple list.
3. Brainstorm some of the areas where people might look for the‘footprints’:
• Food: foods and spices, restaurants, drinks.
• Clothes: clothes which originally came from other countriesand cultures, shoes or clothes made abroad and imported.
• Music: Check the music programmes on FM radio stations.Listen for music from other countries in public places such ascoffee bars, pubs and discos. Look out for any places whichspecialise in music from certain areas or countries.
• Media: compare different TV channels for foreign programmesincorporated into their schedules.
• Language: find words from other countries which we use inour daily lives.
Part B:
1. Ask the groups to spend two hours exploring their environmentfor ‘footprints’ from others countries and cultures.
Part C:
1. Ask each group to present the conclusions of their research andmake a brief summary of the things they found.
2. Help the participants prepare an exhibition of their findings.
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Debriefing and evaluation
The presentations should finish with a discussion. You can help theevaluation by raising questions such as:
l Were there any surprises?
l Why are there are so many ‘footprints’ from other countries andcultures around us?
l How do we value the fact that there is a growing knowledge aboutother cultures and societies, even when this knowledge is partialor very superficial?
l What does this knowledge bring us? What limits does it have?
l Would it be useful to increase it?
l How could we do that?
l Could you detect any patterns or trends in the ‘footprints’?
l Are there more from some countries than others?
l Why is that?
Tips
It is very important to motivate the groups so that they enjoy theactivity. For example, you could stimulate people by comparing theresearch to a detective story, a voyage of discovery or an adventure. Itis also important to stress that the research is supposed to be a collec-tive effort.
In the discussion try to draw out:
l That we live in an interdependent world and that our countriesare dependent on each other. In every society we always find evi-dence of the presence of different cultures.
l That the technological and communication revolution provides uswith enormous possibilities for mutual exchange and knowledge.
l The relationship between different cultures and their mutualinfluence on each other.
l That the contributions from each culture should be valued assuch, not just as representative of the country or society fromwhich they originally came.
If possible, and if the participants agree, you may invite people fromother countries or cultures to visit the exhibition – somebody from a
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local ethnic minority association, for example.
Suggestions for follow-up work
You might like to share your exhibition with others. Have an openevening and invite people from local groups and organisations.
The discussion could move on to more difficult terrain. It is easy toaccept the things we like from other cultures such as food and drink,but often the people who come are not so welcome. What happenswhen your neighbours have different customs and habits and are notso easy to get on with?
Visit the CRE’s Roots of the Future travelling exhibition, or get the book(£9.95) from the CRE. (See Resources, page 63.)
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LOW STATUS AND POOR SELF-ESTEEM
The problem
When young people feel that they are ‘bottom of the heap’ in termsof social, economic and political power – no job, poor housing, littlemoney – they sometimes seek to blame others for their predicament.
Aims of the youth work
1. To develop self-worth.
2. To enable young people to feel they can improve their situation.
3. To develop an understanding of the economic and political forceswhich shape all our lives.
EXERCISE: POWER HOLDING
(From The Equalizer 2. See Resources, page 59.)
Aim
To explore power relationships, and how they can affect people’slives.
When to use it
After exploring issues of identity and equality.
Equipment
Make your own cards with descriptions of different people on them,such as:
l Residential social worker – you are black, aged 22, have a lot ofstreet cred and are into music and fashion.
l Local shopkeeper – you are in your mid 40s, Asian and male.
l Police officer – you are male, white, aged 26.
l Elderly person – you are an African-Caribbean male in your 60s;you are respectful and respecting.
l Politician and arcade owner.
l Elderly person – you are a white woman, aged 75, very frightenedand living alone.
l Character A – you are a young black male aged 15 years. 
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l Black youth – you have one black and one white parent; you arereally good mates with A.
l Father – you are very strict and demand disciplined behaviour.
l Tabloid journalist – you are white, young and really good mateswith A.
l Mother – you are very over-protective of your son.
l Part-time youth worker – you are white, overworked and stressed.
l Magistrate – you have a military background, are white and aged60.
What to do
Method 1
Place the cards upside down.
l Ask each person to take one and not to tell anyone else who theyare.
l Ask the person who has the role of Character A to identify them-selves, and stand in the middle of the space you are working in.
l Ask each person to take on their role and place themselves in rela-tion to Character A depending on the levels of power they feelthey have. Express this using height, distance and stance.
l When people have all moved into position go to each person inturn and ask the group to guess who each might be. (You maydecide to have a list up of all the roles for people to guess from).Draw up responses on a large piece of paper.
l Ask each person which role they are playing and why they chosethat position.
l Ask if anybody feels any positions should be changed. Discuss thisuntil a consensus is reached.
l De-role by asking participants – Is their character realistic? Howdid it feel doing this exercise? Say who you really are and yourfavourite pastime.
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Method 2
Place Character A role card in the middle of a table.
l Ask each participant to take a card and not let anybody else seewho you are.
l Ask participants to place their card upside down in relation toCharacter A depending on the levels of power they feel that rolehas.
l Once everybody has placed their card ask them to guess who eachcard is.
l Draw up responses on a large sheet of paper.
l Ask participants to turn over their card and say who they wereand why they placed the card in that position.
l Ask if anybody thinks that the position of any card should bechanged. Discuss this until a consensus is reached, then changethe position of the card. De-role as above.
What can happen
This exercise works best with 15 year-olds and older.
People find the concept of power confusing. Questions need to focuson how young people are treated, not how they feel they ought to betreated.
Discussions tend to focus on how older people view things, and howpositions of power would change if the white roles in the gamebecame black, and vice versa.
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EXERCISE: PORTRAITS
(From All Different All Equal Education Pack. See Resources, page 57.)
We are all equal, but some are more equal than others. We are all dif-ferent, but some are more different than others. Why?
Issues addressed
l The identification of social success with economic success.
l How social and economic factors diminish or raise the possibilitiesof social success.
Aims
l To identify and analyse the basis of discrimination.
Time
Approximately two hours.
Group size
Between 10 and 24 people.
Preparation
l Large sheets of paper and coloured markers.
l Pens and sheets of paper (A4) for making notes.
l Tape to fix the pictures on the wall.
Instructions
1. Divide the participants into working groups of no more than sixper group. If possible there should be an even number of groupsand not more than four.
2. Tell half the groups to produce an identikit picture of someonewho they consider to be a ‘social winner’ in their society. Tell theother groups to produce an identikit picture of someone who theywould consider a ‘social loser’.
3. Tell everyone to start by listing the characteristics of their person,for example, social-economic level, education, profession or occu-pation, sex, ethnic group, habits, leisure time activities and hob-bies, ways of dressing, opinions, ideas and values, familybackground, lifestyle, type of housing, spending habits, themes orareas of interest, and so on.
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4. Now tell the groups to draw an identikit picture of their person ona large sheet of paper. This drawing should depict all the charac-teristics that they listed. It is very important that the pictures aregraphic representations and words are not used. Allow 40 minutesfor this.
5. Then get the groups to exchange their pictures, so that the groupswho had to draw a ‘winner’ swap with those who drew a ‘loser’.Allow 15 minutes for the groups to interpret the pictures.
6. Now display all the pictures on the wall where everyone can seethem.
7. Ask each group in turn to present their interpretation of the draw-ing they received. The group who made the original drawing maynot make comments at this stage.
8. Once all the groups have presented their interpretations, you mayask the groups who made the drawings to give their comments ifthey wish to add something. Allow 30 minutes for this.
Debriefing and evaluation
Allow approximately 30 minutes for the discussion. Ask the groups toidentify and discuss the criteria which society uses to attribute socialsuccess and failure. The following questions may make the reflectionand discussion easier:
l What are the main features of social success? And those of failure?
l What are the causes, the ‘roots’ of success and failure? What fac-tors determine the difference?
l Are the people represented in the identikit picture found moreoften in some social groups, strata or classes than in others? 
l Do people in all groups and social sectors of society have the sameopportunity to be successful?
l Who are in more favourable positions, and who in less favourablepositions?
Tips
Some participants may express difficulties in drawing the picturebecause they say they are not good at drawing. You may encouragethem and stress that nobody is searching for a masterpiece. You should also be prepared to help by giving hints on how the characteristics on the list may be represented graphically or visually.
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In the discussion, draw out the point that the person who is success-ful economically does not necessarily achieve the greatest personaldevelopment or experience. As they say: ‘money isn’t everything’.
You could also consider what society can do about the social and eco-nomic factors that diminish the possibilities of ‘social success’, such aseducational shortcomings, or marginalisation due to factors such asskin colour or belonging to a minority.
Suggestions for follow up
You could identify and analyse the basis for discrimination and exclu-sion of people or groups who are ‘different’ due to their culture, ori-gin, sexual orientation, language, and so on, showing that from thestart some social groups are at a disadvantage compared to others.
‘Social winners’ may be successful in some terms but do we think ofthem as heroes; are they really people we look up to and admire?Who are your heroes and what qualities do you admire in them?
EXERCISE: FEELING GOOD/BEING POSITIVE
Another simple exercise, this is designed to make each group memberfeel good about themselves.
1. Each person makes a private list on the theme ‘What I like aboutmyself’.
2. Each person has a big blank sheet with their name at the top.Everyone in the group has to write a positive comment about eachperson on the sheets.
3. Each person compares their own personal list with other people’scomments and, if they wish, shares this with the group.
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A FEAR OF DIFFERENCE
The problem
Young people’s ignorance about other people can lead to a fear ofthose who are different. They may be seen as both threatening andinferior.
Aims of the youth work
1. To break down fear, ignorance and lack of knowledge about othersand their lifestyles, customs and traditions.
2. To encourage people to value difference and diversity.
EXERCISE: ME TOO
(From All Different All Equal Education Pack. See Resources, page 57.)
We are all unique and irreplaceable human beings. Sometimes ouruniqueness makes us feel proud, sometimes shy or ashamed.Nonetheless, we all share the fact that we are human beings and thismakes us feel closer to each other.
Issues addressed
The differences between people and the things they hold in common.
Aims
l To get to know the other people in the group.
l To show that we are all different.
l To show that we are also equal to others.
Time
30 minutes.
Group size
Between 10 and 12 people.
Preparation
You need to have the same number of chairs as participants.
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Instructions
1. Form a circle of chairs with everybody sitting on a chair.
2. Ask each person to think of some personal fact or characteristicthat they believe is unique to them and not shared with anybodyelse in the group.
3. Choose one person to call out what their unique feature is – forexample, ‘I have visited Turkey three times’.
4. If nobody shares this characteristic the next person calls out theirunique characteristic.
5. If somebody else shares that characteristic they must jump up,shout ‘Me too’ and sit on the caller’s lap. If several people sharethe same characteristic they sit on each other’s laps on top of thecaller. Then everybody goes back to sit in their original places andthe ‘caller’ must again try to come up with a characteristic whichis unique to them. When they find one, the next person in the circle becomes the caller.
6. The first round ends when everybody has called out somethingwhich differentiates them from the others.
7. Now start the second round. Explain that this round involvessearching for characteristics which are shared by everybody else inthe group.
8. Take away one chair and tell the person on that chair to stand inthe middle of the circle. They must think of something that theyshare with the rest of the group. Ask them to call out what it is –for example, ‘I like music’.
9. All those who share it have to stand up and move to another chairwhile they shout out, ‘Me too’. The person who stood in the mid-dle also tries to find a chair, so someone else will be left in themiddle to be the next caller.
Debriefing and evaluation
Talk about the game and how the players felt. Ask them:
l What was easier, finding things which differentiate us from theothers or things we share?
l In real life, when do we like or appreciate feeling unique and different and when do we like feeling similar to others?
l Think about the characteristics you chose. Might the things whichseparated you in this group have something in common withother people in other groups?
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l The things which were common to everyone in this group, wouldthey be common to everyone in the world?
Tips
This activity must be played fast. You may want to make a rule thatparticipants have only 10 seconds to think. To keep the game going itis important that the number of participants does not exceed 10 or 12.If you are working with larger numbers you may have to create twoor three sub groups.
During the second round it is likely that simple statements such as ‘Ihave arms or legs’ will be suggested several times. You may thenchoose to ask the players to think of other characteristics, or you mayprefer to talk in the evaluation about why physical characteristicsoccur so often.
The activity may also be done with people sat on the floor – but it isless comfortable.
Join the group as a participant.
Suggestions for follow up
Who and what we are is shaped by our experience of life. Differentexperiences shape people in different ways, but we also find thatcommon experiences affect or influence people differently. How haveevents shaped the lives of the group?
Explore differences and commonalities by bringing black and whitegroups together in a supportive environment. Walter Lorenz’s chap-ter, ‘Practical activities for anti-racist work’ in Anti-racist work withyoung people, suggests a number of joint activities.
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INABILITY TO MAKE CONNECTIONS
The problem
Young people can sometimes express racist attitudes about one partic-ular group or situation, but have anti-racist or non-racist attitudes toother groups or situations. For example, a young person may idolise ablack footballer and be upset by racist comments about the player, butregularly abuse Asian residents on the way to the football ground.
People’s attitudes are informed by interaction with all sorts of things,including other people. To make connections people need to be ableto step outside their immediate environment.
Aims of the youth work
1. To encourage an informed ‘connection’ that helps a young personto confront one racism through their opposition to another.
2. To avoid being both moralising and patronising.
EXERCISES: ANTI-RACISM IN FOOTBALL
There is a growing body of resources, information and experienceabout racism in football, much of it extremely suited to youth worksituations. These include a variety of materials produced by thenational organisation, Kick It Out, in particular copies of a free 12-page glossy magazine (see Resources, page 61). There is also a video,Show Racism The Red Card (see Resources, page 64); and other edu-cational resources, including a travelling exhibition on the history ofblack footballers, from the Football Unites, Racism Divides project(www.furd.org). FURD employs a youth worker who can help planprogrammes of anti-racist football education tailored to the needs of aparticular youth group.
An example of an approach using football:
1. Contact Kick It Out for a supply of magazines, stickers, posters,etc.
2. Contact Football Unites, Racism Divides for information about thelife of Arthur Wharton, the world’s first black professional foot-baller. He played for the famous Preston North End ‘invincibles’ inan FA Cup semi-final back in 1887, at the dawn of professionalfootball. A world record holder in the 100 yards, Wharton’s lifeand achievements were forgotten and he died a poor man, until
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recently lying in an unmarked grave near Doncaster.
3. Arrange a visit to Wharton’s grave at Edlington Cemetery, nearDoncaster, where a headstone has now been erected.
4. Show the video, Show Racism the Red Card, and discuss theissues it raises. The video features professional footballers, man-agers and young supporters talking about racism, and their per-sonal experiences.
5. Suggest that young people make a video of their own, and inter-view local players, club officials and fans.
6. Encourage young people to contact their local club to ask whatthey are doing about racist fans and what plans they have toattract more ethnic minority supporters to their games. A growingnumber of professional clubs are helping to set up locally-basedanti-racist campaigns.
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OTHER SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
l Use family trees or name origins (see the ‘Tree of Life’ exercise onpage 25).
l Examine your local area to see how local industries developed.For example, many grew by using immigrant labour. The boxerPrince Naseem Hamed is a British citizen because his father wasattracted to Sheffield from the Horn of Africa in the 1950s byBritish steel companies desperate for labour.
l Use cartoons to tell stories. One youth worker photocopied TheRoots of Racism and How Racism came to Britain (Institute of RaceRelations publications, see Resources, page 62 & 60), and stuckthem to the walls of the youth club as a sort of storyboard.
l Make use of visiting exhibitions, such as the Anne Frank in theWorld and the CRE’s Roots of the Future exhibitions.
l Organise a joint activity, such as a residential weekend, wherewhite and black young people share experiences.
l Trace the multicultural influences that lie behind present trends infashion, music and sport. Or use the CD-Rom, Homebeats: Strugglesfor Racial Justice (see Resources, page 60) on racism and ethnicminority people in Britain which ‘fuses music, graphics, video,text and animation’, and includes the history of struggles for racialjustice, tracing the connections between slavery, the colonialexperience and modern day racism. It contains 200,000 words ofsearchable text and interactive facilities for users to create theirown materials.
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A SENSE OF UNFAIRNESS
The problem
Some people think that people from ethnic minorities receive prefer-ential treatment and that white people are unfairly accused of racism.Research in south east London suggests that the feeling of ‘unfairness’is widespread on estates with predominantly white populations.
Much of this research was carried out by Dr Roger Hewitt for theLondon Borough of Greenwich, an area which gained a reputation inthe early 1990s for racist assaults and harassment, in particular theracist murders of Rolan Adams, Rohit Duggal and Stephen Lawrence.
Hewitt believes that these feelings are so prevalent among youngwhite people on estates such as Thamesmead that a ‘wall of resis-tance’ has grown up, preventing youth workers or teachers from dis-cussing racism or racial harassment. ‘This wall of resistance cannot beignored and it cannot be simply shouted down,’ he says. ‘Thoughtful,intelligent youth work is necessary to combat it.’ (From Routes ofRacism. See Resources, page 63.) 
Aim of the youth work
To create conditions in which the feelings of unfairness can be consid-ered and dissected. This may well mean allowing young people toarticulate their feelings and beliefs, and not attempting to shut themup.
EXERCISE: ROUTES OF RACISM
(From video and manual of that name. See Resources, page 63.)
The video and manual try to use a different approach to anti-racistwork with white young people, by showing young people expressingopen and unchallenged racist sentiments. Some early sequences showseveral white young people expressing their feelings about ‘unfair’treatment. The manual explains that this is a deliberate ploy ‘to allowa discussion to be opened up so that young people can see theirunderstandings being acknowledged, even if not agreed with. This isan important first move in opening up dialogue.’
The makers believe that by showing these openly-expressed viewswithout condemning them ‘facilitates a change in attitudes, by allow-ing the other aspects of the video to be better accepted’. Later 
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sections feature victims of racist attacks by young white people. 
The views expressed become increasingly extreme as the video progresses and showing it to young people can be very uncomfort-able, in particular if the views are not challenged.
The makers stress that the video ‘should never just be taken off theshelf and used by any youth worker as can sometimes happen underpressure’. Unfortunately, experience suggests that such a requirementis impossible to guarantee because of the huge variety of situationsthat exist across the youth service in Britain.
The manual itself is thought-provoking and suggests some fairly tradi-tional exercises to use in exploring the issues raised by the video. Akey strand of the video is that ‘clumsy equal opportunities canbecome a breeding ground for latent racism’. A youth worker citesexamples – banning words such as ‘blackboard’ and songs such as ‘BaBa Black Sheep’, for example – describing them as ‘futile, trivial,childish, nit-picky’, and saying they prevent a serious consideration ofwhat anti-racism should really be about.
Youth workers may find Routes of Racism a useful training aid, but thevideo could be a disastrous tool if used casually with young people.
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LOOKING FORWARD
Group exercises such as those reproduced in this publicationcan help youth workers to develop new approaches for deal-ing with racism that do not simply exclude perpatrators.Combined with effective partnerships and discussions across theyouth service, this can also help youth workers deal promptly andeffectively with perpetrators of more serious racially motivated crimesand so preserve the trust and confidence of victims of racism and theirfamilies.
There is clearly a need for a longer-term piece of work that exploresthe issues and helps the youth service nationally to grapple withthem. There is also a need to see other dimensions and perspectives.Debates about the role and purpose of anti-racist work with whiteyoung people have taken place in other European Union states, par-ticularly in the Netherlands and Germany. And there is a great needfor comparative research that examines the different ideological per-spectives, and the strengths and weaknesses of practice in each state.
Meanwhile, there are some things which the youth service shouldthink about. The following is not a long, dry list of formal recommen-dations but a shortlist of key issues.
Is it right to exclude racist young people from youth worksettings?
The determination to take firm and clear action against young peopledisplaying racist behaviour or language has been a key element inyouth service equal opportunities policies for the past 20 years. Therationale is clear – unchallenged racist behaviour can offend andmarginalise ethnic minority young people, and give a green light toracism among other young people. However, as an education-basedservice, how do we work with racist young people if our first instinctis to exclude and condemn? Simple condemnation is not goodenough – we need to help workers find a middle way that challengesracism but does so by continuing a dialogue.
Should we target work at racist perpetrators?
Youth workers in Britain should seriously consider targeting perpetra-tors of racial harassment. Youth work is increasingly targeted at 
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specific groups of young people with particular needs or issues, sowhy not racists? This would not be ‘rewarding’ their behaviour; itwould be challenging it and attempting to change it.
Long term structures and targets
In the past anti-racist youth work has had only limited effect onwhite young people, either because anti-racism has simply meantimproving provision for ethnic minority young people, or because theissues have only been raised as part of a short-term campaign. Deep-seated social attitudes and prejudices can only be challenged overtime, and that requires a long-lasting structure, and aims and objec-tives that can be measured.
Skills
The research on which this handbook is based confirmed that face-to-face youth workers feel they lack the skills and the confidence totackle anti-racist work. Too often in the past, anti-racist training with-in the service has focused on ideological and political understandingsof racism, and the effect has been to deskill and disempower workers.Training needs to focus on the real skills of anti-racist work – manag-ing and guiding what is often tense and difficult dialogue with angryyoung people.
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RESOURCES
All Different All Equal education pack: Ideas, resources, methods and activities for informalintercultural education with young people and adults
A key resource for people seeking involvement in the All Different AllEqual campaign. It was conceived and written by a team of experi-enced youth work trainers from five European countries and contains43 exercises to use with racially mixed groups. The basic level activi-ties are suitable for 11 year-olds and upwards and the exercises inpart two are especially relevant for mixed groups.
Published by the Council of Europe as part of the European YouthCampaign Against Racism, Xenophobia, Anti-Semitism andIntolerance.
From European Youth Centre Youth Directorate, 30 rue Pierre deCoubertin, F-67000 Strasbourg, France.
1995; 211 pages; free
Anti-racist education for the north east
Lively, magazine-style book from north east branch of Youth AgainstRacism in Europe, which seeks to clearly place anti-racism at the cen-tre of the fight against fascism. Suited to work with 15 year-olds andover.
Produced by Youth Against Racism in Europe, National Office, POBox 858, London E9 5HU.
1995; pack; 48 pages; £5.00
Anti-racist work with young people: European experiences and approaches
The contributions to this book reflect the work experience of practi-tioners from across Europe, including Holland, Germany, Italy and theUK. It includes sections on developing programmes to combat racism,the role of language in promoting racism, and the principles and prac-tice of anti-racist work. It suggests games and activities specificallydesigned for use with young people from different ethnic or culturalbackgrounds.
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Editors: Anna Aluffi-Pentini and Walter Lorenz
Russell House Publishing, 4 St George’s House, The Business Park,Uplyme Road, Lyme Regis, Dorset DT7 3LS.
1996; ISBN 1898924015; 208 pages; £14.95
Blood Sweat and Tears:A Report of the Bede Anti-Racist Detached Youth WorkProject
An account of the work done by the Bede Anti-Racist Detached YouthWork Project in Bermondsey, London. The book is very accessible, fullof excerpts from team meetings as the group of detached workers andvolunteers battled through a programme of work specifically aimed atpotential and known perpetrators of racist violence. It places anti-racism at the heart of a targetted, but generic, youth work approach.
Written by Stella Dadzie
Published and available from Youth Work Press, NYA, 17-23 AlbionStreet, Leicester LE1 6GD.
1997; ISBN 0861551710; 107 pages; £8
Challenging racism: Valuing difference
An activities pack designed to help young people explore issues ofracism. There is a facilitators’ guide and 20 minute video which useshumour to successfully challenge racist myths.
Published by Cities in Schools, 91 Brick Lane, London E1 6QN.
1995; pack; £10.00
Challenging racism in Scotland: Community guide to anti-racism education and action
This is not specifically aimed at young people, but it contains exercisesand materials that youth workers will find relevant. An accompany-ing video charts the work of the Muirhouse Anti-Racism Campaignand includes an excellent anti-racist education segment.
Published by Lothian Regional Council, Pirniehall CommunityEducation Office, 6 West Pilton Crescent, Edinburgh EH4 4HP.
1993; pack; £21.95
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Domino:A manual to use peer group education as a means tofight racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and intolerance
Domino is a useful support tool for those who wish to use peer edu-cation in their anti-racist work, including a 10-point checklist of rea-sons to use peer group education in an anti-racist campaign.
Published by Council of Europe as part of the European YouthCampaign Against Racism, Xenophobia, Anti-Semitism andIntolerance.
From European Youth Centre Youth Directorate, 30 rue Pierre deCoubertin, F-67000 Strasbourg, France.
1995; 86 pages; free
The Equalizer 2: Activity ideas for empowerment work and anti-racistwork with young people
Offers activity ideas for anti-racist work with white young people andempowerment work with African-Caribbean young people. Writtenby practising youth workers, for youth workers. Not particularly suit-able for young people under 11 years of age.
Published by Bread Youth Project, 20-22 Hepburn Road, St Pauls,Bristol BS2 8UD.
1995; ISBN 09518357718; 84 pages; £14.50
European Year Against Racism schools pack
The pack includes posters, postcards, Let’s Beat Racism and No Limitsmagazines, a video compilation of four anti-racist cinema adverts, discussion cards raising issues and questions about race and youngpeople in Europe, and teaching materials from the Anne FrankEducational Trust. Aimed at 12-16 year olds.
From European Year Against Racism Unit, CRE, Elliot House, 10-12Allington Street, London SW1E 5EH.
1997; pack; £19.50
Facing up
A resources book to be used in conjunction with the video Face toFace, which shows black and white young people from LawnswoodSecondary School in Leeds discussing racial harassment.
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Published by Bikeshed, in association with Leeds Racial HarassmentProject.
From Publications and Events Office, Equal Opportunities Unit, 4thFloor East, Civic Hall, Leeds LS1 1UR.
1997; £15; including video Face to Face
Homebeats: Struggles for racial justice
This CD ROM on racism and the black presence in Britain ‘fusesmusic, graphics, video, text and animation into a stunning voyage ofpersonal discovery for every user’. Content includes the history of thestruggle for racial justice, tracing the connections between slavery, thecolonial experience, and modern day racism. It contains 200,000words of searchable text and interactive facilities for users to createtheir own materials. Suitable for ages 13 and upwards. Runs onWindows (3.1 or 95) or Macintosh Multimedia PCs. A sound card isrecommended.
From the Institute of Race Relations, 2-6 Leeke Street, Kings CrossRoad, London WC1X 9HS.
1998; CD-ROM; £35
How Racism Came to Britain
A companion to Roots of Racism (listed below), this book repeats thesuccessful cartoon format to examine the origins of British racism,relating it to Britain’s history of slavery, colonial oppression andexploitation, and emphasises the continuing growth of racism in thiscountry.
Published by Institute of Race Relations, 2-6 Leeke Street, LondonWC1X 9HS.
1985; ISBN 0850010292; 44 pages; £3.50 (plus 55p p&p)
Images:A development education pack for work with youngpeople aged nine years and upwards
A ready to use pack with 16 structured sessions, each containinggames, activities and discussion exercises. Designed particularly forwork with 9-13 year olds, but also usable with older young people.Several of the sessions relate directly to racism, and focus both onwhat racism is, and what young people can actually do about issuessuch as racial bullying or namecalling at school.
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Written by Paul Thomas
Published by the Woodcraft Folk, 13 Ritherdon Road, London, SW178EQ.
1988; £6.60
Kick It Out
The fourth in a series of magazine-style publications from the Kick ItOut campaign. The 12-page magazine, aimed at young people aged 11to 18, includes sections on Facts about Racism in Football, What theStars Think, an interview with Andy Cole, a Century of BlackFootballers, Asians in Football and What You and Your Club Can Do.There is also a detachable double-sided poster featuring Andy Coleand the 1998 Brazil World Cup squad.
Produced by Kick It Out, the national kick racism out of football campaign.
From Kick It Out, Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, LondonN1 OQH.
1998; magazine; 12 pages; free
Let’s Beat Racism
A magazine aimed at 11-18 year-olds, it uses plenty of quotes fromyoung people, pop stars and media personalities.
Produced by CRE in conjunction with MIZZ magazine and Childline.
From  CRE, Elliot House, 10-12 Allington Street, London SW1E 5EH.
1997; 8 pages; free
New Ethnicities and Urban Culture:Racisms and multiculture in young lives
This book explores how young people express their sense of socialidentity in multicultural urban environments, how racism enters theirlives and to what extent new forms of cultural dialogue are beingestablished.
Written by Les Back
Published by UCL Press Ltd, University College London, Gower Street,London WC1E 6BT.
1996; ISBN 1 85728 252 3 (paperback); 290 pages
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One World: A race and culture activity pack for youth workers
One World is a boxed pack ‘designed to generate young people’s nat-ural enthusiasm for world issues by opening the way for deeper ques-tions, analysis and personal exploration’. It contains someeasy-to-play exercises that will help stimulate discussion about globalissues suited to work with 14-21 year-olds.
Published by Youth Work Press, 17-23 Albion Street, Leicester LE16GD.
1995; £8.50 + VAT
On the Spot Dealing with Racism
A ‘training-the-trainer’ resource pack, aimed at trainers, lecturers andteachers working with students on NNEB courses and in primaryteacher training.
Published by the Early Years Trainers’ Anti-Racist Network (EYTARN)
From EYTARN, PO Box 28, Wallasey, L45 9NP.
1996; 55 pages; £6.50 (plus £1 p&p)
Racetracks:A resources book for tackling racism with young people
A comprehensive resource pack specifically designed for use by youthworkers in anti-racist work with young people. Exercises can be lift-ed, but it is best used as an all-embracing manual for anti-racist work.Unit 4 (Responses) contains an excellent section on handling racistbehaviour.
Written by Stella Dadzie
From Greenwich Youth Service, Second Floor, Riverside House,Woolwich High Street, London SE18 6DF.
1993; ISBN 1898443009; 206 pages; £45
Roots of Racism
The first in a series of anti-racist resource materials produced by theIRR, using a cartoon-strip format to show the history of Europeanconquest, colonialism, the industrial revolution, slavery and racism.
Published by Institute of Race Relations, 2-6 Leeke Street, LondonWC1X 9HS.
1982; ISBN 0850010233; 28 pages; £3.50 (plus 55p p&p)
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Roots of the Future: Ethnic diversity in the making of Britain
A beautifully presented book which shows how Britain has benefittedfrom immigration and ethnic diversity throughout its history. Acts asa companion to the travelling exhibition of the same name. Everyyouth worker should have access to a copy of Roots of the Future.
Published and available from the CRE, Elliot House, 10-12 AllingtonStreet, London SW1E 5EH.
1996; ISBN 1854421794; 133 pages; £9.95
Roots of the Future: A resource pack for everyoneworking with young people
This pack invites young people to explore, celebrate and take pride inBritain’s ethnic diversity, and challenges the ignorance that sustainsracism. Built around easy-to-photocopy group discussion exercises, itincludes a video containing several short, provocative discussion-starting films from the CRE, anti-racist posters and prepared groupwork exercises.
Published by Youth Work Press, National Youth Agency, 17-23 AlbionStreet, Leicester LE1 6GD.
1997; pack; £14.99
Routes of Racism
This video, used with the manual, tries to find a different approach toanti-racist work with white young people, by showing young peopleexpressing open and unchallenged racist sentiments. The makersbelieve that by showing these openly-expressed views without con-demnation it ‘facilitates a change in attitudes, by allowing the otheraspects of the video to be better accepted’ (later sections feature vic-tims of racist attacks by young white people). The makers of Routes ofRacism stress that the video should only be shown in the correct con-ditions, and ‘should never just be taken off the shelf and used by anyyouth worker as can sometimes happen under pressure’.
Written by Roger Hewitt, in association with Greenwich Council’sCentral Race Equality Unit and Greenwich Education Service.
From Greenwich Central Race Equality Unit, 29-37 Wellington Street,Woolwich, London SE18 6PW.
1998; video and manual; video 28 minutes; manual 56 pages; £25.00,including postage.
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Show Racism the Red Card
Video comes complete with a resource folder which contains a 64-page Youth Against Racism in Europe Anti-Racist Education Pack,guidance sheets on how to use the video with young people, and a24-page magazine. The video is largely made up of interviews withprofessional footballers and fans. It includes conversations with play-ers such as Ian Wright, Dennis Bergkamp and Gianfranco Zola.
From Show Racism the Red Card, 1 Drury Lane, Newcastle uponTyne, NE1 1EA.
1997; video lasts 30 minutes; £35, including resource folder (pricemay be negotiable).
Tackle It
An excellent tool for work with young people aged 11-18, it containssections on the background to the campaign, a 13-point action planfor rugby league clubs, the history of black players, Asian players inthe sport, international rugby league and women in the game.
Produced by the Tackle Racism in Rugby League campaign
Available from the CRE, Leeds Office, Yorkshire Bank Chambers,Infirmary Street, Leeds LS1 2JP.
1997; magazine; 16 pages; free
Young and Equal:A Standard for racial equality in services working withyoung people
This handbook for organisations that work with young people sets outthe standards they should reach in all areas of their work in planningand implementing effective equal opportunities and racial equalitypolicies.
Published by CRE, Elliot House, 10-12 Allington Street, LondonSW1E 5EH.
Available from Central Books, = 0181 986 5488
1995; ISBN 1 85442 164 6; 34 pages; £5.00
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WEBSITES
A growing number of anti-racist projects and campaigns are develop-ing websites. Here are a few useful addresses:
Anne Frank Educational Trust
With links to other Anne Frank and holocaust sites.
www.afet.org.uk
Black Information Link (BLINK)
The website of the 1990 Trust, with numerous sections, includingbackground and details of the Stephen Lawrence inquiry.
www.blink.org.uk
CARF (Campaign against Racism and Fascism) 
www.carf.demon.co.uk
Commission for Racial Equality
Sections on your rights, the law against discrimination, diversity inBritain, how the CRE works, publications, and the media.
www.cre.gov.uk
Football Unites, Racism Divides
The site of a Sheffield-based partnership project involving youthworkers, fans’ groups, Sheffield United Football Club, police, commu-nity organisations, schools, race equality council and community safe-ty projects.
www.furd.org
Homebeats
Linked to the Homebeats: Struggles for racial justice CD ROM producedby the Institute of Race Relations.
www.homebeats.co.uk
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust
Site of large fund-giving organisation, with details of all its publica-tions, including many relevant to race and youth work.
www.jrct.org.uk
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Kick It Out
Formerly the Let’s Kick Racism out of Football Campaign.
www.kickitout.org
Searchlight
The huge website of the anti-fascist magazine.
www.s-light.demon.co.uk
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